Deep Cleaning Checklist
Ceiling Fixtures :

Windows :

Dusting and washing ceiling fans

Dust and vacuum molding

Cleaning light covers and mounts

Remove and wash curtains and blinds

Dusting HVAC vents
Spot cleaning marks on the ceiling

Launder machine-washable
curtains

Take ‘dry clean only’ curtains to the
cleaner

Walls :

Wash windows inside and outside

Take down and wipe off pictures and

Clean out window tracks

frames
Clean baseboards
Clean molding around door jams
Wash walls

Clean molding where it meets the
ceiling

Dust and wipe down shelves

Wipe down light switches and plugs

Furniture :
Dust all hard-surface furniture
Wipe down and clean leather
Clean upholstery checking for stains

Floors (1/2) :

Removed and put away clutter on tables

Mop hard floors

Organize any miscellaneous

Vacuum carpets

papers, books, etc

Vacuum large rugs

Launder small rugs (machine

Empty out drawers and clean
Clean lamps and lampshades
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Floors (2/2) :

Bedroom :

Spot clean carpets
Steam-clean carpets and rugs

Flip mattresses
Change and wash sheets

Wash blankets

Maintenance Tasks :
Change batteries in all the detectors in
home

Dust curtain rods

Organize closets
Dust bookshelves

Replace light bulbs
Schedule repair work

Clean and sanitize desks and computers

Sanitize door handles

Bathroom (1/2) :

Kitchen (1/2) :

Clean off countertops and wipe down

Remove items from kitchen cabinets

Clean the inside of the kitchen cabinets

Clean the outside of the kitchen

Dust off all bathroom counter items
used for storage or display
Organize and put away other bathroom

cabinets

items
Scrub showers and tubs

Place items to keep back in cabinets

Clean toilet bowls and tanks

Set aside expired items or those to

Replace toilet bowl cleaners

donate

Remove and clean the inside of the

(Pay attention to behind the toilet.)

Clean toilet brushes

pantry

Vacuum and mop floors

Clean the outside of the pantry

Clean and descale faucets
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Bathroom (2/2) :

Kitchen (2/2) :
Throw away any old items

Scrub the grout

Place the others back into the pantry

Clean shower curtains

Pull everything out of the refrigerator

Clean and refresh garbage cans

Clean out the inside of your refrigerator

Clean the outside of your refrigerator
Put items back into the frig
Clean off and scrub the counters
Scrub the inside and outside of the
stove

Clean the sink

Clean off and wipe down the kitchen
table

Dust all items on the kitchen counter
Sweep and mop floors

Clean out the microwave
Scrub the dishwasher inside and out
Scrub and disinfect garbage cans
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